Is very durable and
versatile due to its hard
and dense composition

Is unique because every
stone varies in shade,
texture and quality from
one to another

Can be used for veneers,
as building stones,
or flagstone for paving

Can be purchased in
varying thicknesses
and dimensions;
suitable for all
types of applications

Bluestone Pavers Offers Two Finishes.
Thermal Bluestone (pictured left) is flame treated to create a
pebbled uniform surface. Thermal treated bluestone pavers
are ideal for walkways and patios as the surface becomes
non-slip and therefore safe in high traffic areas.
Natural Cleft (pictured below) Bluestone create a nonuniform surface. This offers a more natural look, in regards
to the color and texture of the bluestone. Natural cleft is a
hard wearing stone and can stand up against the harshest of
weather.

What is unique about
Bluestone Pavers is that each
pavers differ from the next; no
two are the same.
The color of the pavers will
never fade or be affected by
the weather because of its
natural beauty.
Bluestone Tumbled Cobble
pavers are particularly
popular for garden areas.
Bluestone, although mostly
consisting of blues and grays,
can vary in color to include
brown, green yellow, rust
and, at times, purple.

Clay Brick and Bluestone
sidewalks may need to be
cleaned.
Try to keep the walkway and
patio areas swept clean to avoid
stains.
To remove stains, simply use a
garden hose and a hard bristle
broom.
For stubborn areas, you can
use a mild household detergent.
Let it stand for a few minutes,
then, with warm water, brush
with a broom.

A porous sealer will also
protect bluestone from:
Damaging heavy foot traffic.
Chlorine and salt water
around pool areas
Dirt and grime from
surrounding gardens.
Scratches, marks, and stains.
Safety Benefits
Bluestone has a rough natural
texture which makes it safe
for any flooring application,
even in pool areas. Once it is
sealed it continues to have a
high safety factor.

You can apply brick
pavers to all areas
around your
outdoors.
Whether it’s your
patio, walkway,
driveway, retaining
wall or pool area,
you can be sure that
they will make a
statement of beauty
and integrity.
You’ll have your
neighbors wanting
to do their place the
same…

